OVERVIEW
Baccarat is a casino card game played
between the "player" and the "banker". Each
baccarat coup (round of play) has three
possible outcomes: "player" (player has the
higher score), "banker", and "tie".
Baccarat uses 8 decks. Each deck consists of
52 cards.
The optimal Return to Player (RTP) in Baccarat
for different bets is : 85.64% - 98.94%
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The objective in the Baccarat game is to predict the winning hand –
Banker or Player.
Choose to bet on Player, Banker, Tie or side bet. Both Player and Banker
will receive two cards at ﬁrst.
Card Values:
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Value of the hand is determined by adding the values of the cards dealt
and the hand that has the highest value wins.
If total value of the hand is less than 10 points, then the points will be
counted as hand value. If total exceeds nine points, then 10 points will
be subtracted, the remaining points will be counted as the baccarat
points (eg, 14 becomes 4).
Banker or Player, whoever has higher points wins. In case of equal
points, the result is Tie.
In case of Tie, the Banker and Player bets are returned to player.
Banker Pair bet pays if the Banker is dealt a pair in their ﬁrst two cards.
Player Pair bet pays if the Player is dealt a pair in their ﬁrst two cards.
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INTERFACE ELEMENTS
The star button allows the Player to select
or unselect favorites tables in the lobby.

The chat button allows the Player to send
messages to the game presenter and chat
with the other players. The player may use
chat only when the bet is placed.

The settings button allows the Player to
change game settings (Player’s nickname,
game client sound, and the game presenter
voice, the video quality, game type, and the
language).

The join button allows the Player
to join the selected table.

The rebet button allows the Player to
repeat all bets from the previous game
round. This button is available only
before the ﬁrst chip is placed.
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The menu button opens
the main menu.

RULES

The undo button removes the
last bet Player placed.
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The 2x rebet button allows the Player to double
any already placed bet or repeat the bet from
the previous round game and double it. Each
button press doubles all Player’s bets up to the
maximum limit.
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LIVE BETTING STATISTICS

ROAD PROBING TABLE

SHOE STATISTICS

Displays the percentage of all bets placed on
Player, Banker and Tie.

Shows the icon that is added to three
connected roads in the following round is won
by the Player or the Banker.

The following statistics will be shown:
Number of completed rounds, number of
Banker wins, number of Player wins, number of
Tie rounds, number of Banker pair and
number of Player pairs.

BEAD ROAD

BIG ROAD

DERIVED ROADS

Each cell is the result of the previous round,
with the oldest to the newest displayed from
left to right. Blue cells indicate Player wins, red
cells indicate Banker wins and green ones
indicate a tie.

The result of the ﬁrst round is recorded in the
upper left corner. A new column is created
each time the Player’s winning streak is ended
by the Banker, or vice versa.

Big Eye Road, Small Road and Cockroach
Road display previous results recorded from
the Big Road.
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VARIANTS
Switch between Commission
and No Commision quickly
from our lobby

You can also choose the game
type from the settings.
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MULTI BETTING
You can bet on multiple tables
without leaving. Just swipe to
reveal other tables and use our
multi betting option.
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PLATFORMS
Our new live dealer product is optimised
for the full range of devices, and can be
enjoyed on smartphones, tablets and
desktops of almost any model, suitable
for players in a wide range of different
regulated markets.
Like the rest of our offering, it fuses
sharp mobile-ﬁrst designs combined
with intuitive single-touch interactivity.

Compatible with
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The optimal Return to Player (RTP) in Baccarat for different bets is : 85.64% - 98.94%

BET

COMMISSION

1-1

Player

Banker bet 98.94%

0.95-1

Banker

Player bet 98.76%
Tie bet 85.64%
Player/Banker pair 89.64%

Tie

8-1

Player Pair

11-1

Banker Pair

11-1

BET

NO COMMISSION

PAYS
1-1

Player

Banker bet 98.54%

Banker

Player bet 98.76%
Tie bet 85.64%
Player/Banker pair 89.64%
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Banker with other than 6 points 1-1
Banker wins with 6 points 0.5-1

Tie

8-1

Player Pair

11-1

Banker Pair

11-1
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If you should have any inqueries, please contact
Petra Maria Poola

Unai Concha Olabarrieta

petra.poola@onetouch.io

unai.concha@onetouch.io

Head of Business Development
and Operations - Malta

Business Developer Manager

Skype: petraaam

Skype: unai.kontxa.olabarrieta

